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15 YEARS CONTRIBUTION OF CHANGES

Highlights

Octavian award for best
commissioned film!

Marking our organisation’s
15th anniversary

The end of October was time to celebrate
15 years of our work and commitment to
sustainable development, in good company
of about 60 of our associates, partners and
friends. We are recognised as a professional
organisation whose activities, projects and
information to beneficiaries and interested
public are actively contributing to the civil society
development in Croatia. We are actively following
what is happening at global, European and
national policy-making level. We are permanently
promoting principles of sustainable development,
educating stakeholders from whole Croatia on
these principles and encouraging
them to gather and jointly contemplate and
implement sustainable development in their
communities.

ODRAZ educational animated film
“Community Led Local Development” on the
new approach to the local development in the
EU 2014-2020, was awarded “Oktavian” for the
best film in its category. “Oktavian” is an award
of Croatian Society of Film Critics, given on the
manifestation “24th Days of Croatian Film.”
* Film is available on: http://bit.ly/2adKugF

Participating in European
Economic and Social Committee
(EESC)
ODRAZ Director is an active member of EESC,
Group III - various interests group. At the end
of the 2015 she was elected a president of
the EU-Chile Joint Consultative Committee.
This Committee has mandate to strengthen the
cooperation among Chilean and European civil
society organisations.
* News of Committee’s progress and
achievements can be followed on:
http://bit.ly/2a6duW0
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Five new projects!

Active participation in
shaping public policies
ODRAZ members have actively participated in
several committees, thus actively contributing
to shaping and monitoring of implementation
of public policies. In the reporting period
these were: IPA Operational Programme
Human Resources Development 2007-2013,
ESF Operational Programme Efficient Human
Resources 2014-2020 and Intersectoral
Coordination for monitoring of implementation
of Action plan for education for sustainable
development. ODRAZ has also contributed to
work of Local Partnerships for Employment of
Zagreb and Zagreb County, national Network for
Rural Development and City of Zagreb Partners’
Council.

New web page dedicated to the
sustainable urban mobility!
CIVINET Slovenia –Croatia Network for
sustainable urban mobility has a new web
page which was designed and is currently
administrated/edited by ODRAZ. ODRAZ is also
acting as a Croatian Secretariat of the Network.
The latest news on sustainable urban mobility as
well as activities of the Network and its members
can be followed on web page:
http://civinet-slohr.eu

ODRAZ has in the second half of the 2015 started
with the implementation of five new projects
which are EU funded. These are: CIMULACT
- Citizen and Multi-Actor Consultation on
Horizon 2020 in the Framework for Research
and Innovation, Building Trust in Community
Philanthropy, Participatory management of
natural resources and Dialog on mobility in
Zagreb. ODRAZ is also part of the Platform for
rural development of South East Europe.
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Through education, support and promotion
to good governance at the local level
Duration of project: 1st January 2015 - 31st December 2016
Project funded by: EU / IPA 2011 - Reinforcing Support of CSOs’ in Enhancing
Transparency and Good Governance in Croatian Public Administration
Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
Partners: Association of Cities in Croatia, ZvoniMir, Knin and Local action group

Projects

Main activities for capacity building:
__ EDUCATION for local stakeholders on principles of good governance,
participative planning methods, implementation of local development
plans and analysis of public policies,
__ SUPPORT through informing and permanent assistance to CSOs,
local self-governments and other relevant local stakeholders,
__ PROMOTION of good governance and public awareness raising.

Zrinska gora-Turopolje
#EPP #DobroUpravljanje

_Overall objective of the project is to promote good governance
and improve participatory development as a prerequisite
for sustainable democratic society in four Croatian regions
(City of Zagreb, Zagreb, Šibenik-Knin and Sisak-Moslavina County).

ODRAZ school for good governance and
participation development
The project has begun with the selection of participants from four counties
to participate at ODRAZ “School for good governance and participatory
development”.
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During 2015, ODRAZ held three out of five two-day training blocks in Ivanić Grad, Primošten and Zagreb.
__ First training block topics: framework for social development, the
principles of sustainable development, sectors in the society and their
role in sustainable development, the importance of inter-sectoral
cooperation at the local level and the principles of good governance

__ Second training block topics: needs analysis in the local community,
local participatory planning for sustainable development and public
participation in decision-making. The final part of the program was
devoted to revision of project ideas and contemplating the prospects of
future partnership projects
__ Third training block topics: work on the visions of the citizens for
Europe in 2050 and the work on four project ideas that would be
developed into the project proposals
* More on project: http://bit.ly/1GlvX8x
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Together for sustainable development in Croatia
Duration of the project: February 2014 - July 2015

Women and Sustainable Development
- New employment opportunities

Project funded by: The Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund (EPEEF)

Duration of the project: 19th December 2014 - 19th December 2015

Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development

Project funded by: Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs - Support to civil society

Partners: LAG Una and ZvoniMir, Knin

organizations in the field of international development cooperation from the State

_The purpose of the project was to increase the capacity of citizens
for local sustainable development in the area of LAG Una and
towns Knin and Drniš, as well as few surrounding municipalities set
in Croatian Areas of Special State Concern.
During 2015, last two training blocks were held, one took place during the
First Croatian Rural Parliament (16th to 18th April 2015) in Beli Manastir.
The last workshop covered the topics such corporate social responsibility,
the importance of social capital for the development of local communities,
principles of good governance at the local level, etc. Furthermore, participants
have presented and discussed their project ideas.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2apNi9i

Budget for 2014
Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
Partners: Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR and Association for Economic
Development REDAH, Mostar

_The goals of this project is to contribute to the greater inclusion
and the empowerment of women in socio-economic development
of local communities in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
Capacity Building
The capacity building activities were held for 25 women (members of
associations, local action groups, local municipalities, small businesses
and family farms) from around 10 communities throughout Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
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Workshops
The first two-day workshop in Sarajevo
The workshop programme covered following topics: What is sustainable
development?; Community Led Local Development-CLLD, Society - the
framework we live in; Sectors in the society and inter-sectoral cooperation and
partnership; Community organising and Towards sustainable development step by step.
Second workshop and study visit to Croatia
The results of the action research “Role of women in local development of
Bosnia and Herzegovina” were presented in Zagreb. The participants had
an opportunity to hear presentation on the role of women in sustainable
development by the representative of Government Office for gender equality,
CESI-Centre for education, counselling and research and RODA - Parents in
Action.
Examples of good practice were shown to participating women, by visiting

Ltd”, social cooperative “Humana Nova Ltd” and a very successful project
„Romona - developing Roma’s women entrepreneurship in Međimurje
County.

Action Research in Bosnia and Herzegovina
The action research “Role of women in local development of Bosnia and
Herzegovina” was designed and implemented with the aim to research out
several issues: the status and the role of women in local communities, their
impact on the community life and inclusion in the labour market, as well as to
give recommendations for improving existing status of women.
ODRAZ and HMRR have jointly prepared questionnaires for women and also
for local authorities. ODRAZ has prepared the final report which encompassed
action research results, recommendations for strengthening women’s position
in the community development and examples of good practice. The report is
published on ODRAZ web site => http://bit.ly/1Zy8uug

association RODA and their social entrepreneurship and also through study
visit to ACT Group in Čakovec and their social entrepreneurship “ACT Konto

* More on project: http://bit.ly/2arjxYR
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Project Intervention and Implementation
Partnership (PIIP Forum) - Local Partnership for
Employment in the City of Zagreb
Duration of the project: 3rd December 2014 -1st October 2016
Project funded by: European social fund (Investing in Your Future, European Union)
Partners: Institute for Labour Market Development (lead partner), ODRAZ-Sustainable
Community Development, Croatian Employment Service- Regional Office Zagreb,
Development Agency Zagreb
#LPZagreb #PIIPForum

_Within the project members of Local Partnership for Employment
of the City of Zagreb (LPE) and other interested stakeholders have
the opportunity to develop project ideas and enter into project
partnerships in order to reach the City of Zagreb’s Human Resource
Development Strategy objectives.
The main objective of this project is to ensure quality governance and
work of LPE in the City of Zagreb and establishment of the PIIP Forum for
development of projects and partnerships.

During 2015, the following activities were implemented:
__ Structured interviews with the members of LPE
__ Two round tables within the cycle of “Zagreb’s talks on employment”.
The first one was ‘Preparation, analysis, start - utilizing EU funds for
developing Zagreb’s labour market’ (http://bit.ly/1IxxluK) and the
second ‘Quality analysis of local labour market for positive effects on
employment through EU projects’,
__ First PIIP Forum, with 37 participants from different sectors presenting
their project ideas and started to elaborate on different elements of the
project,
__ Interactive workshop within the “Job fair” which presented quality
assessment results on effects of the LPE of City of Zagreb,
__ Focus group with members of LPE Government Board, held on
human development strategy, action planning, operational protocol and
ways of improving functioning of LPE.
The LPE web site is under construction and it is going to be fully functional in
2016.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2aFemAU
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First workshop was held in Sarajevo, during which young people have
received information on sustainable development principles, as well as
information on community organising.
The second workshop was held in Zagreb and Čakovec and the
topics covered in Zagreb were presentation on role of young people in the
sustainable development and in Čakovec young people had the opportunity
to visit ACT Group Ltd. and learn about social entrepreneurship as an
opportunity for employment. (More on: http://bit.ly/1l2TTcv).

Youth and sustainable development
- New employment opportunities
Duration of the project: 1st January - 31st December 2015
Project funded by: National Foundation for Civil Society Development - Cooperation
to Development
Project coordinator: ODRAZ-Sustainable Community Development
Partner: OIA - Youth Information Agency of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sarajevo

_Young people from Bosnia and Herzegovina have been, through
the interactive workshops and transfer of good practice from
Croatia, introduced to innovative ways of employment through
social entrepreneurship and methods of using the knowledge and
skills for sustainable development of their communities.
Workshops - transfer of skills, knowledge and experiences
and learning from good practice of social entrepreneurship
in Croatia
Our partnership organisation OIA has chosen 20 interested youth
representatives from Bosnia and Herzegovina and ODRAZ has designed and
implemented capacity building activities.

Action Research “Youth and sustainable development”
An important part of this project was an action research which gave insights
into attitudes of youth and their understanding of the sustainable
development concept. This research, besides mentioned targets, aimed
at empowering and encouraging young people to be more active in their
community and start up activities on the sustainable development principles.
The research involved 105 young people from whole of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The report can be found here.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2a05x3W
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Network Activites
__ Continuously informing of CIVINET members and other interested
stakeholders on planned and implemented activities, good practices and
the events on sustainable transport and mobility
__ CIVITAS ELAN’s web site and Sustainable urban mobility Facebook page,
__ Monthly electronic newsletter CIVINET Info,
__ New Network CIVINET Slovenia - Croatia website,
__ New network leaflet, both in Croatian and Slovenian language
= > http://bit.ly/1TUFrj1

Sustainable Urban Mobility Network
CIVINET Slovenia - Croatia
Duration of the project: 1st September - 31st August 2016
Project funded by: CIVITAS CAPITAL Project (EC_DG MOVE), The Croatian
Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund (EPEEF)
Network coordinator is City of Ljubljana, ODRAZ - Sustainable Community
Development is acting as a Croatian Secretariat of the Network
#CIVINETSloHrJIE #OdrzivaMobilnost

_CIVINET Network Slovenia - Croatia was founded on 25th April 2013
in Ljubljana as an informal network of cities and other stakeholders,
which in Slovenia and Croatia deal with sustainable planning and
mobility management. Objective of the Network is sharing of
knowledge and good practice exchange, as well as developing of
partner projects which can in future be finance source for future
sustainable mobility activities. The Network is opened to cities and
stakeholders in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro, Macedonia
and Serbia.

Attracting new members
In 2015, Network had 73 members, a 26 new members have joined the
network and we can report with great pride that CIVINET Network is the
largest and most active European CIVINET network.

New Website
civinet-slohr.eu is a new website of the Network. This website is the
place where relevant information and announcements of interesting events
from Network members are posted. The information includes not only topic
of sustainable urban mobility, but also overview of all other interesting and
relevant activities of the network itself and its members. The website offers
different multimedia content (presentations, publications, short films) and
an updated list of network members. ODRAZ was responsible for creating
website and has continuously, in the reporting period, updated content both
in Croatian and Slovenian language.
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2nd General Assemly, Rijeka

Roundtable on cycling tourism, Zagreb

Meetings of members
2nd General Assembly of CIVINET Network Slovenia-Croatia and the meeting
of the Management and Political Board // Rijeka, 20th February.

Organizing workshops to present examples of good practice
__ Workshop on good practices of sustainable urban mobility
// Rijeka, February 20th 2015
__ Seminar on “Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans - SUMP”
// Koprivnica, June 11th 2015
__ Roundtable on cycling tourism at which several planned and
implemented examples of cycle tourism projects were presented Danube cycling, Sava River Bike and Bike Rijeka
// Zagreb, 26th October 2015

Seminar on SUMPS`s, Koprivnica

Participation in study tours and other events
__ An evening of sustainable urban mobility in the European
Parliament // Brussels, 13th April 2015
__ Study visit on best mobility management practices in Zürich and Luzern
// 12th to 13th May, 2015
__ Lecture on safety and protection of elderly in urban traffic within
the event “The right age - an Elderly Fair” // Zagreb, 21st and 23rd
May 2015
__ CIVITAS Forum // Ljubljana, 7th to 9th October 2015 // ODRAZ
participated in thematic sessions dedicated to CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia
Network, the project SAVA BIKE and the use of bicycles for transportation
in cities.
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Photo competition “Moving through my city”
The competition was conducted to encourage citizens of Zagreb to critically
reflect on the city traffic. 70 authors have sent 110 pictures to the published
call.
An announcement of the best photos and award ceremony was held on 21st
September 2015 during the European Mobility Week.

This event was also an opportunity for some of the Zagreb’s network members
(Association Cyclists’ Union, Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences and
ODRAZ) to present their activities. The report can be found on: http://bit.
ly/29SY3Pm
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2adp9on
* More about network: http://civinet-slohr.eu
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In the second part of the year,
we started with implementation
of six new projects, five of
which are co-financed from the
European Union funds!

CIMULACT - Citizen and Multi-Actor Consultation
on Horizon 2020
Duration of the project: 1st June 2015 - 31st December 2017
Project funded by: EU Programme HORIZON 2020 - European research and innovation
programme
Project coordinator: Danish Board of Technology Foundation-DBT. ODRAZ is one of
30 partners, responsible for implementing activities in Croatia. The project consortium
consists of organizations from 28 EU member states and two partner organization from
Switzerland and Norway.
#CIMULACT
.

_CIMULACT has as a main objective to add to the relevance and
accountability of European research and innovation programme
- Horizon 2020 as well as national - by engaging citizens and
stakeholders in co-creation of research agendas based on real and
validated societal visions, needs and demands.
CIMULACT is short for „Citizen and Multi-Actor Consultation on Horizon
2020”. There are more than 1.000 citizens from 30 countries included in
this projects with the aim to share desirable and sustainable future of Europe.
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National Citizen Vision Workshop - Citizens created
six visions of the desirable future of Europe 2050!
The National Citizen Vision Workshop, held on 3th December 2015 in
Zagreb, brought together 43 citizens from different parts of Croatia.
They created, through guided process, six visions of desired future of Europe
2050 based on their wishes, expectations, hopes and fears.

Themes of the visions are: (1) New age, (2) Science and technology at the
service of mankind, (3) The protection of human health and nature for the
generation XYZ, (4) Erasing the borders..., (5) Society of equal opportunities,
(6) Modern tradition and green technology.
Those visions will serve to further process of visioning the future of Europe
and the co-creation of European research agendas based on real, validated
and shared visions, needs and demands. For more information: http://bit.
ly/1T3FOqP
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2aeSoae
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Dialogue on mobility in Zagreb
Duration of the project: 10th November 2015 - 10th November 2017
Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012 - Building local partnerships for open government
and combating corruption in the responsible management of natural resources.
Co-funded by Croatian Office for Cooperation with NGOs

This will increase civic participation and strengthen the capacities of citizens
and civil society organizations to participate in improving mobility in the city.

Informed and included citizens!
Public gatherings with participation of citizens, City representatives and
representatives of five city districts and local boards are planned.

Project coordinator: ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development
Partners: Association “Cyclists’ Union”, City of Zagreb

The project activities will:

#mobilnostZG

_The goal of the project is to establish a transparent and effective
framework and practice of continuous dialogue between citizens,
civil society organizations and the City of Zagreb to manage traffic
and other solutions in mobility as a local public good.
The project is aimed at organising discussions on mobility and the necessary
improvements in traffic, in which citizens will be involved at an early stage of
planning and decision-making. Through a participatory approach, the citizens
will have an opportunity to inform and discuss problems and desirable
improvements with the representative of Department of Planning, Town
Building, Construction, Utilities and Transport, city districts and local boards.

__ initiate dialogue and information exchange
__ offer answer to citizen’s questions
__ offer expert advice
__ strengthen capacities of citizens and co-create better solutions for
mobility in their neighbourhood.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2adCL1m
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Building Trust in Community Philanthropy
Duration of the project: 19th October 2015 - 18th May 2017

Platform for rural development
of South East Europe

Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012

Duration of the project: 1st November 2015 - 31st October 2016 with the possibility >

Partners: Community Foundation Slagalica from Osijek, ODRAZ - Sustainable

of extension

Community Development, PGDI - Project Civic Democratic Initiatives from Beli Manastir

Project funded by: Croatian National Foundation for Civil Society Development

#LokalnaFilantropija

Partners: Croatian Rural Development Network - HMRR; Association for Creative

_The project aims to strengthen the capacity of local civil society
organizations in Slavonia in order to lessen the perceived problems
at the local level through the promotion and support of innovative
forms of local philanthropic actions.

Development Slap, Osijek, Deša - Dubrovnik; ODRAZ - Sustainable Community
Development; Ibar development association “IDA”, Serbia; Rural educational
centre, Serbia; Regional Development Agency for Herzegovina REDAH, Bosnia and
Herzegovina; Centre for Economic and Rural Development - CERD, Bosnia and
Herzegovina; Rural Development Network of Montenegro; Rural Development
Network of Macedonia

The project is being implemented in five Slavonian counties: Osijek-Baranja,
Vukovar-Srijem, Požega-Slavonia, Brod-Posavina and Virovitica-Podravina
while the research on the “Culture of Giving” covers the whole of Croatia.
National survey on philanthropy will gather the data on the amount of funds
allocated to charitable purposes, the reasons/motives for giving and the
trends of giving in Croatia. Gathered data will be comparable to the data of
other countries in the region.
* More on project: http://bit.ly/2a44HUu

#RuralnaPlatformaJIE

Platform for rural development of South East Europe connects
ten organizations engaged in rural development in South-Eastern
Europe to exchange ideas, information and experiences and
advocate the interests of rural stakeholders.
Platform objectives:
__ Cooperation and networking of CSOs with knowledge and experience
in order to jointly help rural development of South East Europe.
__ Platform encourages balanced development of rural areas and thus
influence the improvement of the quality of life in South East Europe.
ODRAZ participates in all activities of the Platform and has major responsibility
in preparing the periodical reports in the field of rural policies in SEE.
* More about Platform: http://bit.ly/29Q5xHo
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Participatory management of natural resources

Institutional support

Duration of the project: 2nd November 2015 - 2nd November 2017

Duration of the project: 2012-2015

Project funded by: EU / IPA 2012 - Strengthening local partnerships for open

Project funded by: National Foundation for Civil Society Development

government and the fight against corruption in the responsible management of
natural resources, co-financed by Croatian Office for Cooperation with NGOs
Project coordinator: Society for Sustainable Development Design (DOOR)
Partners: Town of Velika Gorica, ODRAZ - Sustainable Community Development,
Association of Towns in Croatia, Green network of activist groups-ZMAG
#suDjelujVG

_Project objective is to strengthen capacities of local CSOs in Velika
Gorica to monitor and cooperate with local authorities on the
implementation of public policies relevant for managing of public
goods and natural resources.
Workshops and seminars will be organised in the Town of Velika Gorica,
Koprivnica, Osijek, Rijeka and Zadar. Planned study tour will give an insight into
the international good practice cases. Partners will encourage wider citizens’
involvement through a volunteer program for students that will enable youth
to gain experience and opportunity to contribute to the community.
A crucial part in this project is forming a multi-sectoral working group that
will monitor the management of public goods and natural resources. Multisectoral working group will allow a continuous and systematic collaboration
among local authorities, CSO’s, media and interested citizens.
*More on project: http://bit.ly/2alzgsp

_Triennial institutional support allowed our organisation to
effectively and efficiently implement planned projects and activities,
especially those where co-financing was a requirement. This
support has given us also opportunity to participate voluntarily in
different boards, working groups, councils and committees and
thus influence shaping and monitoring public policies.
These additional activities were:
__ Activities of the Community Network which gathers more than 540
stakeholders from all parts of Croatia,
__ support to the work of the Croatian Network for Rural Development HMRR
__ Participation in meetings and work in various working groups,
__ Participation and active contribution to shaping public policies within the
scope of our mission and strategic goals and
__ Strengthening communication with our beneficiaries and other
interested citizens through improving and furthering information
channels: Web pages, Facebook pages and e-newsletters.
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Informing
The great emphasis ODRAZ places
on informing target groups, the
broader interested public and the
media, on the topics that are in
our focus of work.

Sustainable local and rural development, development of civil
society, public policies, education, public participation, good
governance and sustainable urban mobility...
In addition to direct beneficiaries who are involved in ODRAZ activities, there
is a large number of indirect beneficiaries who are potentially interested in the
issues ODRAZ works on.
Online communication tools such as e-newsletters, websites, Facebook
page and YouTube channel allow to easily and quickly distribute news and
information on implemented projects and activities.

The Community Network (MLR)
Financial support: National Foundation for Civil Society Development Institutional support, volunteer contribution of ODRAZ
The Community Network (Mreža za lokalni razvoj - MLR) is an informal
network in existence since 2004 and serves as a platform for the exchange
of relevant information in the field of sustainable development. MLR gathers
540 members, equally from civil and public sector and in smaller part from
the business sector.

Webpages
ODRAZ Webpage
address: www.odraz.hr
During 2015 there were 258 web postings out of which 116 postings were
related to relevant national and EU calls for applications. ODRAZ published the
news about organisational activities, trainings, new publications and similar.
We also shared interesting articles from national and international portals.
The web page had 115,753 page views.
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Network CIVINET Slovenia- Croatia web page
address: http://civinet-slohr.eu
ODRAZ at the end of 2015 introduced a new website of the Network, which
is based on the expressed need of members for up to date and continuous
information in local languages. This web page is targeted at the steadily
growing membership in Croatia and Slovenia, but also in other countries in
South Eastern Europe.
The web page contains latest information and announcements of interesting
EU events on sustainable urban mobility, the news from the Croatia and
Slovenia, as well as an overview of the activities of all members of CIVINET.
Over the last few months in 2015, there were 98 posts uploaded on the site
which had 15,529 visits.

Internetska stranica projekta CIVITAS ELAN
address: www.civitaszagreb.hr
ODRAZ continuously edited CIVITAS ELAN project webpage and posted
content and information within the framework of the Network CIVINET
Slovenia-Croatia.

Email newsletters
eODRAZ
Over 500 Community Network members have received information on
activities of implemented projects, events, calls for applications, training and
other interesting topics from the sphere of civil society, sustainable local
and rural development. During 2015, we distributed 36 issues with 284
information.
Login > http://odraz.hr/hr/newsletter

CIVINET Info - CIVINET Slovenia- Croatia Network e-newsletter
Members of CIVINET and all other interested stakeholders and media have
been acquainted with network activities, members’ activities, interesting
events in the area of sustainable urban mobility and news with EU good
practice cases. During the 2015, there were 11 issues with over 550
recipients (over 300 in Croatia, 250 in Slovenia and other SEE).
Login > http://civinet-slohr.eu
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Social media

#OdraziSe

ODRAZ Sustainable Community Development
Profile address: www.facebook.com/odraz.odrzivi.razvoj.zajednice
By the end of 2015 there were 3.775 fans
During the 2015, we shared on our Facebook page 1215 posts, out of
which 134 were related to relevant domestic and EU calls for applications.
In addition to our own activities, interesting events, training courses and
competitions, other interesting news and best practices of civil society
organizations that dealt with similar topics (sustainable local development,
civil society development, community development, rural development,
energy, education, sustainable mobility, etc.) were posted.
The number of new fans is continuously rising, as well as the number of
people viewing our posts. In the last six months of 2015, there were 2.418
posts shared from our Facebook page. Our Facebook page is followed and
posts shared by both, individuals and many organizations from all over
Croatia.

Facebook stranica Održiva mobilnost u gradovima
Profile address: www.facebook.com/CIVINET.Slo.Hr.JIE
By the end of 2015 there were 1.333 fans
This page was used to promote activities of the CIVINET Slovenia- Croatia
Network and also to share information and news regarding the sustainable
urban mobility. During the 2015, we shared 365 posts.

You Tube kanal
Adresa: https://www.youtube.com/user/ODRAZ2000
ODRAZ YT channel, on which we have 27 short educational films and video
recordings, has marked 7.431 direct visit.
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During 2015, there were
92 information on our
work in various media..

Cooperation with media
In order to ensure better coverage of issues on which ODRAZ works
(civil society, sustainable local and rural development, sustainable urban
mobility, etc.), we have achieved very good cooperation with the media.
HIGHLIGHTS
__ 12 web articles on ODRAZ film “Community Led Local Development
__ Five web articles and one printed article about the second Network
CIVINET Croatia - Slovenia General Assembly, held in Rijeka
__ 11 web articles on marking the European Sustainable Development Week
__ Ksenija Vidovic Vorberger was a guest on the radio show “Third age”hosted on the First channel of HRT. The broadcast can be found at the
following link: http://bit.ly/29RFBat).
__ Interview with Lidija Pavić-Rogošić for the September issue of the
magazine Udruga.hr (see: http://bit.ly/1OT5Ptv)
__ 30 announcements of photo contest “Moving through my city”, including
the announcements on TV and radio shows

__ Six releases of the CIVINET presentation and the award ceremony for
photo contest “ Moving through my city “, held as part of the European
Mobility Week (H-alter, croenergo.eu, lokal.hr)
__ Five web articles about the round table of cycling tourism
__ Four web articles in Bosnia and Herzegovina media on a study trip to
Croatia as part of the project Youth and Sustainable Development - new
employment opportunities
__ Four web articles on the activities within CIMULACT project
__ Three web articles on the new website CIVINET Slovenia-Croatia network
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Education

Designing and organizing non-formal
education is part of the ODRAZ
core activities, including training and
changing participants’ attitudes,
gaining knowledge and developing skills
for sustainable development
on the local level.

During 2015, ODRAZ has held seven workshops in the framework of
implemented projects:
__ Two-day workshop for 25 local stakeholders from LAG Una, and towns
and municipalities in the Šibenik-Knin County // ODRAZ school,
“Knowledge for sustainable local development”
__ A three-day workshop for 30 participants from Sisak-Moslavina, ŠibenikKnin, Zagreb County and the City of Zagreb // ODRAZ “School for good
governance and participatory development”

__ Two-day workshop for 25 women from Bosnia and Herzegovina //
Women and Sustainable Development - New employment
opportunities
__ Two-day workshop for 21 young persons from Bosnia and Herzegovina
// Youth and Sustainable Development - New employment
opportunities

Public policies
European Economic and Social Committee (EESC)
ODRAZ Director, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić, is an active member of the EESC,
Group III - other civil society organisations. She took part in plenary sessions
and meetings of sections (Agriculture, Rural Development and EnvironmentNAT and the Foreign Affairs_REX), study groups for drafting opinions and
other activities in Brussels.
President of ODRAZ Višnja Jelić Mück is apointed Ms Pavić-Rogošić
alternate by the EESC.

EESC events and conferences
In addition to active participation in the sessions in Brussels, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić
actively participated in various events and conferences organized by the EESC:
__ Conference on “How to solve the problem of long-term unemployment: a
national and European perspective” (Zagreb, 11th March 2015)
__ Conference on “Economic growth and social progress in rural and urban
areas” (Riga, 25th March 2015)
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__ The event “Your Europe, your say”, held in Brussels, 23rd-24th April 2015,
brought together 84 high school students and teachers from 28 EU
member states. Croatia was represented by students from Đakovo,
__ The workshop on public participation in the field of radioactive waste
management (Brussels, 7th September 2015)
__ the Summit of Economic and Social Councils and similar institutions
in the area of Euro-Mediterranean (Brussels, 30th November to 1st
December 2015). ODRAZ Director and member of the EESC moderated
the session on the perspectives for regional dialogue. Ms. Pavić-Rogošić
participated in the bilateral talks of EESC with civil society representatives
from Israel and Palestine
__ the fifth Civil Society Forum of the Western Balkans (Belgrade, 2nd and
3rd June 2015)
Thanks to the engagement of ODRAZ Director, the EESC delegation actively
participated in the first Croatian Rural Parliament organized by the Croatian
Network for Rural Development-HMRR.
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Lidija Pavić-Rogošić was also selected a member of the EUROMED
Follow up group and President of Joint Consultative Committee
EU - Chile, body which was established to enhance cooperation between
Chilean and European civil society organizations.

News from The European Economic and Social Committee
(EESC) can be followed on ODRAZ web page!

Other advisory bodies and working groups
__ City of Zagreb Partnership Council for development of Zagrebplan, Višnja
Jelić Mück
__ Intersectoral Coordination for monitoring of implementation of Action
plan for education for sustainable development (AP OOR); Lidija PavićRogošić
__ Member of HMRR’s Managing Board

The news related to the work of EESC, with detailed report from plenary
sessions with links on adopted opinions can be read and followed on:
http://odraz.hr/hr/novosti/egso-europski-gospodarski-i-socijalni-odbor (on
Croatian) and http://odraz.hr/en/news/european-economic-and-social-

__ Monitoring Committee of OP Human resources development 2007 –
2013, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić

committee-eesc (on English).

__ ODRAZ is a member of both, Local partnership for employment (LPZ) of
Zagreb County and Local partnership for employment (LPZ) of the City of
Zagreb, where Lidija Pavić-Rogošić is Governing Board member.

__ Monitoring Committee of the OP Effective human resources 2014- 2020,
Marina Dimić Vugec

Publications

Global goals for sustainable
development till 2030
Adoption of new 17 global goals for sustainable
development on the UN summit in New York
in September 2015, went almost unnoticed in
Croatia. Since ODRAZ has always been dedicated
to this topic and has contributed on public
policies on global, European and national level,
we prepared an informative publication in
Croatian language. The publication gives short
description of all goals.

Women in local development in
Bosnia and Herzegovina
The publication processes the results of action
research on the status and role of women in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, conducted during 2015
and implemented within the project “Women
and Sustainable Development- new employment
opportunities”.
* More: http://bit.ly/2alFWq7
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Youth and sustainable
development - the results of
action research on sustainable
development understanding
among youth in B&H
The publication presents the results of the
action research conducted within the project
“Youth and sustainable development - new job
opportunities”. An inherent part of this project
is the action research on youth’s views and
opinions and their understanding of the concept
of sustainable development. The aim of the
research was not only to obtain data on their
understanding of sustainable development,
but also to prompt them to take more active
role in their community and empower them to
start activities on the principles of sustainable
development.
* More: http://bit.ly/2agwd50
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Other activities
Promoting European Sustainable Development
Week, 30th May - 5th June 2015
European Sustainable Development Week (ESDW) was held in 2015 for the
first year. This is European initiative aimed to encourage and make more
visible activities, projects and events that promote sustainable development.

First Croatian Rural Parliament
Beli Manastir, 16th-18th May 2015
ODRAZ has assisted in organisation and also participated in the work of the
First Croatian Rural Parliament:
__ Višnja Jelić Műck, president of ODRAZ and also the president of Croatian
Rural Development Network (HMRR) had an important role in defining
and preparing the Parliament’s programme
__ Within the Rural café, Marina Dimić Vugec had a reporting role on group’s
work on Declaration of rural parliament (role and content). Lidija PavićRogošić was actively participating in drafting Declaration of first rural
parliament. Once adopted, the Declaration was sent to decision makers
on the local, national and the EU level
__ Ksenija Vidović Vorberger and volunteer Martina Jagnjić reported from
the group: What is the state role in keeping youth in rural areas?”
__ Lidija Pavić Rogošić was leading the field workshop “Local community as
an agent of change”.

ESDW is coordinated by the ESDN office in the Institute for Sustainability
Management on the Economics Studies, University of Vienna. ODRAZ was
involved as a Croatian coordinator, responsible for the whole organisation
in Croatia and media promotion. ESDW was actively promoted through
ODRAZ website and other social and electronic media. As a result,
ODRAZ had as much as 22 reported events from Croatia
=> http://www.esdw.eu/country/croatia/
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ODRAZ at Zagreb Energy Week,
15th May 2015

Actively at the Fair “The Right
Age”, 21st May 2015

ODRAZ and the HR PSOR – Croatian business
council for sustainable development, held
a presentation on the topic of sustainable
development principles, showed a short animated
film and explained what it means to behave
socially responsible, do business in a responsible
way and how that relates to sustainable
development.

“The right time - fair for the elderly and all other”.
By the invitation of the Zagreb City Office for
social protection and people with disabilities,

Around 20 people were very engaged in
conversation on these topics and expressed the
need for more of such events.

ODRAZ held educational lecture on safety and
protection of the elderly in traffic and the mobility
in the city.

City of Zagreb’s Association’s
Week, 28th May 2015
ODRAZ participated at the 15th City of Zagreb’s
Association’s Week by presenting its work. Marina
Dimić Vugec gave a presentation on 29th May,
2015, marking the 15 years of cooperation of the
City of Zagreb and Zagreb’s associations.
She looked back at the past experience of
cooperation and presented the opportunities
for further development of cooperation and
partnership in the upcoming programs of the
Operational Programme “Effective human
resources” 2014 to 2020.
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Cooperation and support to other organizations
__ By the invitation of the Rural Development Network in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Lidija Pavić-Rogošić has led strategic planning process for
the Network,Teslić, 15th to 17th January 2015

Open Doors Day at ODRAZ, 30th May 2015
ODRAZ has again this year joined the event “Days of Associations’ Open
Doors” and “European week of sustainable development” and opened
the door for citizens on 30th May 2015. Visitors could hear the presentation
on principles and stakeholders of sustainable development and their role in
achieving more sustainable local community and society on the whole.
After the introductory presentation and a short animated films “What is
sustainable development?” and “Community led local development”, visitors
could pose the questions. All visitors could choose one of ODRAZ publications
as a gift.

__ Lidija Pavić-Rogošić was moderator at round table “Social inclusion and
combating poverty” held during the Conference “Financing social and
economic development with EU funds”, Zagreb, 4th and 5th February
2015
__ UN Expert Group Meeting on the Science-Policy Interface - Lidija PavićRogošić actively participated at the meeting of sustainable development
experts, with the aim of drafting the chapter on connecting science
and policies in the process of defining and implementing objectives of
sustainable development, Zagreb, 2nd and 3rd March 2015
__ Visit to high school in Đakovo, which was selected to participate in the
annual meeting of the high schools in Brussels, “Your Europe, your say”,
organized by the EESC. The history of the formation of EU and the role of
the EESC was presented to studens by Lidija Pavic-Rogošić
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__ By the invitation of CIVIKOS and the Office for Good Governance, Lidija
Pavić-Rogošić held a workshop for Kosovo’s Council for monitoring the
strategy for civil society, Priština,10th June 2015
__ Marina Dimić Vugec presented the role of LAGs in rural sustainable
development through CLLD approach - Community led local
development, at the the conference “The role of LAGs in Rural
Development”, held on where, Đurđevac, 10th and 11th September 2015

Participation at the conferences, study visits
and workshops
__ Seminar on participatory budgeting and civilian monitoring of local
budgets, organised by Green Istria (Zagreb, 9th and 10th March 2015)
and “E-participation tools” (Zagreb, 15th and 16th April 2015) - Martina
Jagnjić

__ Martina Jagnjić held two workshops on “What is sustainable
development?” as part of the European project LADDER, organized by
the National Association of Counties in cooperation with the European
Association of Local Democracy Agencies (ALDA)

__ The General Assembly of the Croatian Rural Development Network
- HMRR and workshop “Towards the first Croatian Rural Parliament”
(Ludbreg, 12th March, 2015) - Lidija Pavic-Rogošić, Ksenija Vidović
Vorberger and Marina Vojković

__ By the invitation of Faculty of Political Science from Zagreb, Lidija PavićRogošić presented the EESC and its role and impact on the public policy
of the EU, Osijek, 10th October 2015

__ Seminar “Open Doors for European Social Fund” (Zagreb, 9th April, 2015)
- Marina Dimić Vugec

__ Lidija Pavič-Rogošić, as a member of Monitoring Committee of the
Operational Programme (OP) “Human Resources Development” 20072013 participated actively at the Committee meeting, Zagreb, 8th
December, 2015
__ Marina Dimić Vugec participated at the third meeting of the Monitoring
Committee of the OP “Effective human resources” 2014- 2020, Zagreb,
9th December, 2015

__ Workshop on “Estimating social impact on poverty (PSIA) and the
sustainability of Croatian Railways, organized by the World Bank (Zagreb,
19th May 2015) - Marina Dimić Vugec
__ Marina Dimić Vugec presented ODRAZ and expressed interest in full
membership in the platform, during CROSOL’s General Assembly. ODRAZ
was unanimously accepted into the membership (Zagreb, 22nd May
2015)
__ Conference ‘Associations as agents of local development, held during
“Days of Open Doors”, (Zagreb, 27th May 2015) - Ksenija Vidović
Vorberger
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__ Focus group within the project “Active social security and equal
opportunities in the world of labour market” (Zagreb, 3rd June 2015) Marina Dimić Vugec
__ Symposium “The reform transferrals in times of crisis - reducing poverty
and social exclusion or deepening social inequality?” organized by the
Croatian Anti-Poverty Network (Zagreb, 3rd June 2015) - Marina Dimić
Vugec
__ A three-day training on DEAR concept within the European project
LADDER (Zagreb, 22nd to 24th July 2015) - Martina Jagnjić and Lidija
Pavić-Rogošić who also presented ODRAZ
__ A regular meeting of HMRR (Drniš, 4th September 2015) - Lidija PavićRogošić and Marina Vojković, where Lidija Pavic Rogošić was elected a
member of the Managing Board
__ Meeting of the Croatian Network for Cooperation in the EuroMediterranean (Zadar, 10th to 11th September 2015) - Martina Jagnjić
__ A discussion on “Innovations in philanthropy” organised by the
Government Office for Cooperation with NGO’s (Zagreb, 23rd September
2015) - Marina Dimić Vugec
__ Workshop on “Bridging the regional differences and differences between
urban/rural labour market”. The workshop was part of the conference
“Youth Without Borders?” (Zagreb, 29th September 2015) - Marina Dimić
Vugec

__ National Info day for Transnational cooperation program DANUBE 2014
to 2020 (Zagreb, 6th October 2015) - Marina Dimić Vugec
__ Seminar for local employment partnerships with the City of Zagreb and
Zagreb County (Zagreb, 11th November 2015) - Marina Dimić Vugec
__ IPA 2012 Implementation Workshop (Zagreb, 27th November 2015) Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
__ Presentation of the “Social picture of Zagreb” (Zagreb, 18th December
2015) - Marina Dimić Vugec

Capacity building of employees and volunteers
__ The accounting and tax preparation for non-profit organisations,
Croatian Association of Accountants and Financial Experts (RIF)
- Marina Vojković
__ Participation in the two-year modular training ODRAZ “School for good
governance and participatory development” - Martina Jagnjić
__ Training for EU funds project’ coordinator, Ivor Education Centre Martina Jagnjić.
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Cooperation/partnership with
other organisations

__ LAG Una
__ LAG Zrinska Gora-Turopolje
__ Ministry of social politics and youth

__ ACT Group, Čakovec

__ Croatian Youth Network-HMM

__ Association for economic development
REDAH (Bosnia and Herzegovina)

__ Network for rural development, Montenegro

__ Ibar Development Association “IDA” (Serbia)
__ CERD - Centre for economic and rural
development (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
__ CESI – Centre for Education, Counselling and
Research, Zagreb
__ Danish Board of Technology Foundation-DBT
and 28 European organisations
__ Deša, Dubrovnik
__ DOOR Society for Sustainable Development
Design, Zagreb
__ Institute for Economics Zagreb
__ Faculty of Transport and Traffic Sciences,
University of Zagreb

__ Network for rural development, Macedonia
__ OIA - Youth information agency, Bosnia and
Herzegovina
__ RAZA, Zagreb Development Agency
__ REC Slovenia
__ Regional Development Agency of the
Ljubljana’s Urban Region
__ RODA-Parents in action
__ Rural educational centre, Serbia
__ Association of Towns in Croatia
__ Association Cyclists’ Union
__ Association for creative development - Slap
__ Association PRAGMA, Zagreb

__ City of Koprivnica

__ Association ZvoniMir, Knin

__ City of Ljubljana

__ Institution “Dobri dom”, Zagreb

__ City of Rijeka

__ Office for Gender Equality

__ City of Velika Gorica

__ Volunteer centre, Zagreb

__ City of Zagreb

__ Community Foundation “Slagalica”, Osijek

__ Faculty of Civil Engineering, University of
Zagreb

__ Green network of activist associations-ZMAG

__ Croatian Employment Service-Regional office
Zagreb

__ Around 30 association members of HMRR

__ Institute for Labour Market Research

__ ZET

Membership in national and
European networks
__ CIVINET Slovenia Croatia
__ CROSOL - Croatian Platform for International
Citizen Solidarity
__ ECAS - The European Citizen Action Service
(ECAS)
__ HMRR- Croatian Rural Development Network
-HMRR
__ Local Partnership for Employment of the City
of Zagreb (LPZ Zagreb)
__ Local Partnership for Employment of Zagreb
County
__ Cooperative for Ethical Financing (ZEF)
__ The Anna Lindh Foundation (ALF) / Croatian
Network for cooperation in the EuroMediterranean (ALF)
* More on: http://odraz.hr/en/about-us/
membership-in-networks
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About us

ODRAZ is now a teenager.
Not a problematic, unpredictable
teenager, unsure of himself and
others. ODRAZ has learned and
developed, it is confident and
stronger than ever!

The last but not least ... we celebrated ODRAZ 15th
birthday!!
Conference “Reflections on sustainable development”
Zagreb, 27th October 2015
The conference “Reflections on sustainable development” was an
opportunity to mark 15 years of work, contribution and commitment to
sustainable development. It was a time to gather, socialise but also time
to share information and think about new global goals for sustainable
development, adopted at the UN meeting in New York in September 2015.

This festive occasion has gathered around 70 representatives of civil, public
and business sector, who had been introduced to the new Global goals for
sustainable development till 2030. During the conference the participants
were divided into groups and given tasks to discuss new goals, their
importance for Croatia and their own contribution in achieving them.
Additionally, the participants have also thought and talked about their
perception on how ODRAZ is contributing to the sustainable development and
set goals.
* The report is available on following link=> http://bit.ly/29Yvj9B
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The Institutional development
of ODRAZ
ODRAZ held a strategic planning workshop
in Opatija at the end of July 2015. The topic
of gathering was related to future tasks and
organisation’s management (review of strategic
and financial plan, updating the Statute according
new legislative obligations). Besides, we have
discussed marking of the 15th anniversary
of ODRAZ by organising a conference on
sustainable development. Preparation of a new
leaflet and promotional materials to present
our achievements since the establishment was
also the topic during the gathering. Electronic
presentation of our history and achievements
(in Croatian language) is available at the following
link: https://prezi.com/kqrj1u3iwd0w/15-godinaodraz-a/.-As one of the organizations that participated
in the testing of a new Quality Management
System for civil society organizations, ODRAZ
prepared comments and recommendations
on the content of the prepared tools for selfassessment, that were given to Association
SMART, which develops a new quality system in
Croatia.

ODRAZ team

PRESIDENT
Višnja Jelić Műck
EMPLOYEES
Lidija Pavić-Rogošić,
Director

EXTERNAL ASSOCIATES
Sonja Borić
Tihana Damjanović
Mario Munta
Slađana Novota
Natko Stipaničev

Marina Dimić Vugec
Project Manager

VOLUNTEERS
Martina Jagnjić

Marina Vojković
Head of Finances
Ksenija Vidović Vorberger
Head of Information
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Financial Report

Revenues

Revenues

Type of revenue

Sum (KN)

Type of revenue

Sum (KN)

Transfered surplus revenue from 2014

632.892,00

Grants from national sources

1.061.972,00

DG MOVE (CIVINET CAPITAL project )

92.780,00

285.871,00

IPA 2011

480.926,00

Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs

249.986,00

ESF (Institute for Labour Market Development)

19.227,00

Government of the Republic of Croatia - Office for
Cooperation with NGO`s

34.000,00

HORIZON 2020 (CIMULACT)

18.053,00

IPA 2012

247.091,00

Grants from the state budget

Grants from local budgets

50.000,00
City of Zagreb

Grants from other sources

50.000,00
726.101,00

National Foundation of Civil Society Development

511.336,00

Environmental Protection and Energy Efficiency Fund

206.505,00

Community Foundation Slagalica

8.260,00

EU grants

858.077,00

Revenues from own activities
Other revenues

Total revenues

56.371,00
9.774,00

1.984.309,00
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Expenditures
Type of expenditure
Gross salaries
Other employees expenditures

Sum (KN)
655.255,00
15.200,00

Payroll taxes

112.704,00

Bussiness travel, transportation and employee
professional development

122.475,00

Volunteers fees
Project collaborates fees
Expenditures for material, režije, utilities, small inventory
Services

1.089,00
248.570,00
23.710,00
195.100,00

Refreshments, meals on trainings and meetings, dues

83.309,00

Amortization

24.439,00

Financial and other non mentioned expenditures

11.764,00

Project partners transfers
Other expenditures

Total expenditures
Surplus revenue for 2016

474.021,00
16.140,00

1.983.776,00
635.925,00

